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Rick and his group rebuild from the events of NO WAY OUT, and learn that maybe they can take
part in A LARGER WORLD.Collects The Walking Dead # 85-96.

“The NIV Application Commentary series doesn’t fool around: It gets right down to business,
bringing this ancient and powerful Word of God into the present so that it can be heard and
delivered with all the freshness of a new day, with all the immediacy of a friend’s embrace.” --
Eugene Peterson“This series promises to become an indispensable tool for every pastor and
teacher who seeks to make the Bible’s timeless message speak to this generation.” -- Billy
Graham“It takes more than interpretation of God's Word to change lives, it takes application.
Application is the bottom line in preaching and teaching. Without it, we’ve missed the point of the
Bible. The NIV Application Commentary is an outstanding resource for pastors and anyone else
who is serious about developing ‘doers of the Word.’” -- Rick Warren, Pastor, Saddleback Valley
Community Church“The NIV Application Commentary series promises to be of great service to
all who preach and teach the Word of God.” -- J. I. Packer, Regent College“At a time when many
pastors are deeply in need of inspiration and encouragement, these volumes… would be a good
investment for congregations, even if it means adding a line to the annual budget.” -- Christianity
Today“The NIV Application Commentary builds bridges that make the Bible come alive with
meaning for contemporary life--and the series do so concisely, clearly, and accurately. No
wasted words or academic detours--just solid help and practical truth.” -- Warren W.
Weirsbe“The NIV Application Commentary series helps pastors and other Bible teachers with
one of the most neglected elements of good preaching---accurate, useful application. Most
commentaries tell you a few things that are helpful and much that you do not need to know. By
dealing with the original meaning and contemporary significance of each passage, the NIV
Application Commentary series promises to be helpful all the way around.” -- Dr. James
Montgomery Boice, Tenth Presbyterian Church“It is encouraging to find a commentary that is
not only biblically trustworthy but also contemporary in its application. The NIV Application
Commentary series will prove to be a helpful tool in the pastor’s sermon preparation. I use it and
recommend it.” -- Charles F. Stanley, Pastor, First Baptist Church of Atlanta“The NIV Application
Commentary meets the urgent need for an exhaustive and authoritative commentary based on
the New International Version. This series will soon be found in libraries and studies throughout
the entire evangelical community.” -- Dr. James Kennedy, PhD, Senior Minister, Coral Ridge
Presbyterian Church“The NIV Application Commentary series will be a great help for readers
who want to understand what the Bible means, how it applies, and what they should do in
response.” -- Stuart Briscoe, Pastor, Elmbrook Church“The NIV Application Commentary is a
magnificent gift to the church!” -- Dr. R. Kent Hughes, Pastor, College Church, Wheaton, Illinois“If



you want to avoid hanging applicational elephants from interpretational threads, then the NIV
Application Commentary is for you! This series excels at both original meaning and
contemporary significance. I support it one hundred percent.” -- Howard G. Hendricks, Dallas
Theological Seminary“This is the pulpit commentary for the 21st Century” -- George K.
Brushaber, President, Bethel College & Seminary“The NIV Application Commentary dares to go
where few scholars have gone before---into the real world of biblical application faced by pastor
and teachers every day. This is everything a good commentary series should be.” -- Leith
Anderson, Pastor, Wooddale Church“Here at last is a commentary which is not only
academically well informed but which helps that commentary reader hear God’s Word and
consider its implications; scholarship in service of the Church.” -- Arthur Rowe, Spurgeon’s
CollegeFrom the Back CoverMost Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from the
twentieth century to the first century. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow
make the return journey on our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning of the
passage but don't discuss its contemporary application. The information they offer is valuable --
but the job is only half done! The NIV Application Commentary Series helps us with both halves
of the interpretive task. This new and unique series shows readers how to bring an ancient
message into a modern context. It explains not only what the Bible meant but also how it can
speak powerfully today.About the AuthorKlyne Snodgrass (PhD, University of St. Andrews) is
professor of biblical literature and holder of the Paul W. Brandel Chair of New Testament Studies
at North Park Theological Seminary.Read more
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Merry, “Great gift. A friend is collecting them so I knew it would be appreciated”

C. Dionne, “son loves this series. we have to thank the television series The Walking Dead for
getting my son and I hooked on these comics - as well as the show itself! It started out with my
son watching the show by himself and then he got me watching it so we're now anxiously
awaiting the rest of this season to start (February). In the meantime he's rereading the Walking
Dead series - and I mean ALL of them!I bought him the latest hardcover edition for Christmas
and he read through it in a matter of days - and for a kid who hates to read anything that's pretty
impressive. Like all the Walking Dead hardcover books the material used is sturdy and well
made with images on the front and back cover (we love that BTW).One of our favorite things
about reading the books and watching the shows is the differences between the two. There are
similarities but glaring differences as well that really grab your attention - and there have been
several times where my son says 'that doesn't happen in the book' or 'he/she's not supposed to
die yet/like that" so for anybody who has a teen that hates to read but loves the Walking Dead tv
show I say this book is well worth buying. Heck Cody was begging for it the minute he learned it
had been released.”

Sandy Path, “And the hits just keep on coming. I love this series! My husband is really to thank
for it. He's always liked everything to do with zombies and I was never really a fan. I remember
grumbling everytime a new Resident evil game would come out and I would have to play with or
watch him play it. But he had the first couple of books for a while and I decided to start reading
them. I was blown away by the character development and just the actual storyline. It's not so
much the zombies, it's about this group of people's will to survive and what they will do to keep
each other safe. This particular volume was a Christmas present for my husband who has not
actually gotten around to reading it, so I picked it up and continued on with th story. Just when
you think the group has finally settled down and able to piece together some semblance of a
normal life it all goes up in flames. I'm halfway through the book and can't wait to continue on
and see where it leads. Kudos to Robert Kirkman on doing such a great job with fleshing these
people out. If a zombie apocalypse was to come about I would definitely want some of these
people watching my backside for me.  I hope this story goes on for a good long while.”

Shannon, “Perfect!. Got this used and it came in awesome condition!! Thank you!!”

N. Durham, “The epic story of survival horror continues. The eighth hardcover collection of
Robert Kirkman's The Walking Dead focuses on the fallout of Rick's decision making the last
time around, and as things usually go in the world of The Walking Dead, bad things are about to
get very, very worse. Add to that the changes in some relationships between some long-
standing and beloved characters, and Kirkman proves that he can continue to keep the



proceedings and cast of characters interesting and fresh. That, and as usual, the ending of this
collection promises that there are some very bad happenings about to...well, happen. If for
some reason you haven't checked out The Walking Dead, there really isn't any excuse or reason
why you don't start right now. It's one of the best series to ever come out of Image Comics ever,
and undoubtedly the best horror comic to ever see the light of day for nearly a decade running.”

BMOD, “Another New Leaf. Spoiler Free Review! In Book 8 Kirkman continues to deliver in this
terrifying story of "survival horror". More depth is added to the remaining original characters with
the turn of every page. The places that they have been have all but prepared them for where
they are headed in these two story arcs. There are some new characters that I cannot wait to
see develop over time. As long as they keep me fed on this series, I will not have to hunt for
brains.The hardcover series are my favorite format not just because I prefer hardback books
over paper, but due to them not being only one story arc like the paperbacks, and not too
(physically) large like the omnibus and compendium editions. Wikipedia can break down each
book and what they have to offer, but be warned: DO NOT READ THE PLOT!!! It is nothing but a
spoiler filled, super detailed synopsis!!!  Scroll past that for a chart of the book types.”

Scott L. Howard Jr., “Yet Another Great Entry In The Best Survival Horror Story To Date. The
Walking Dead book 8 happens to be a strong standing book in a fantastical line up of this entire
series. Not only is it a continuation of the Previous "No Way Out" storyline. But it takes time to
truly focus on the fall out of Rick's new position and how people that have not been with him for
an extended period of time feel about him and his group. Following into Chapter 16 "A Larger
World" which puts a very good point into the book and truly set up a storyline that I fully expect to
deliver in the next collected volume. Honestly the ending to this book really leaves you wanting
and has possibly broken me down into getting a subscription to the monthly series instead of
waiting for the Trade Hardcovers. It really just makes you want to know what is going to happen
next. It's an excellent edition to add to me extensive collection of hardcovers, and it makes for an
even more extensive and fulfilling read. You must buy this book.”

TrueTimmy, “На что только не пойдет человек чтобы выжить в опасных условиях и много
другое в The Walking Dead. Серия The Walking Dead - это просто нечто! В отличии от
сериала комикс намного интереснее и более закрученный ! После прочтения первого
тома хочешь сразу прочитать все остальные тома без остановки:)). Лично мне
понравился комикс и я с нетерпением буду ждать следующие выпуски! Всем Советую к
прочтению!------Series The Walking Dead - it's just something! In contrast to the comic series is
much more interesting and more hooked! After reading the first volume you want to just read all
the other volumes without interrupting :)). Personally, I liked the comic book and I look I will wait
for the next release! I advise everyone to reading!Best Regard!”



Mr. Matthew J. Carter, “Who needs Zombies?. Yes, it's true there's not much zombie action...
infact there's not much action. But the characters need time to reflect and it feels like the calm
before the storm. I still enjoyed it and am completely hooked on the story. Can't wait for book 9!”

daniel, “As good as new everything you would expect from The Walking .... As good as new
everything you would expect from The Walking Dead Comics and a nice hardback book glossy
pages and extras in the back perfect for anyone who likes The Walking Dead”

Steve W Scott, “it made him very happy, therefore I have to love it for that .... This was for my son
who is an avid WALKING DEAD fan. He loves it, it made him very happy, therefore I have to love
it for that reason.”

Jack Hart, “Excellent. I am slightly biased as I love anything 'Walking Dead', but then why else
would you want to buy Book 8. Continues the story well and is up there as one of my favourites.”

The book by Stan Lee has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 465 people have provided feedback.
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